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I. Introduction

The recent boom in theoreticalanalysesof long run growth has sparked
research and interest in cross-countryempirical studies of growth. These
studies typically regress the average rate of growth for a sample of countries
on a group of explanatoryvariables. The variety of cross-countrygrowth
regressionsis enormous. A quick glance at Table 1 indicatesthat authors
study different sets of countries,over differentyears, and use different
explanatoryvariables. The great diversityof studies makes it difficultboth
to discern consistentrelationshipsand to compare the results of studies.
Furthermore,the analyticalproblems that plague cross-countryregressions
make it difficult to consider any set of findingsreliable.
This paper has two purposes. First, by discussingthe methodological,
conceptual,and statisticalproblemsassociatedwith large cross-country
studies of growth, we hope to stimulate improvementsin the design,
implementation,and therefore,the interpretabilityof cross-country
investigations. Althoughwe do not make specific recommendations,we outline
general ways to (a) enhance the econometricdesign of large cross-country
regressionanalyses, (b) improve the data constructionand the sample
selectionprocesses,and (c) enhance the presentationand interpretationof
cross-countrystudies. Also, this paper may serve as a useful - though
perhaps overly detailed - warning to readers of the growth literatureabout
the confidencethey should place in cross-countryfindings.
This paper's second purpose is to examine the particularproblems
associatedwith cross-sectionattempts to link macroeconomicpolicieswith
growth. Although we would like to constructobjective, internationally
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comparable measures of "fis.walpolicy," "trade policy,'

"financial policy,"

etc., it is difficult to construct precise empirical measures of these
aggregate concepts for a very broad collection of countries.

Consequently,

researchers frequently resort to using measures of economic performance like

the share of exports in GDP. Since these measures of economicperformanceare
not measures of specificeconomicpolicies, cross country growth regressions
involvingthese performancemeasures cannot quantify the links between
specific policy changes and growth. Moreover, Levine and Renelt (1990) show
that there is not a strong independentrelationshipbetween almost every
existing economic performancemeasure and long-run growth.
The next section of the critique,Part II, discussesmethodological,
conceptual,and statisticalproblemswith cross-countryregressions. In
particular,we discuss sampling,aggregation,the interpretationof
coefficients, causality, the selection of data, the implications of
measurement error, and econometric techniques designed to extract particular
components of the data.

This entire section may be skipped by readers who are

uninterested in general analytical problems with cross-country regressions.

Part III of this paper provides a review and critique of cross-country
empirical attempt to link policy and growth.

We review the theoretical ties

between a host of macroeconomic policies and growth, the empirical findings

regardingeach of these policies, and the particularproblems associatedwith
interpretingexisting empiricalstudies of growth and policy.
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II .

General

Issues

Many cross-country empirical studies of growth regress the average rate
of growth for a collection of countries on a set of explanatory variables.
While having a common form, empirical studies of growth are not homogeneous:
authors examine different subsets of an enormous number of "right-hand-side"
variables, use different countries, measure variables differently, employ
iifferent data sets, and aggregate data over different periods.
it is difficult to discern consistent relationships.

Consequently,

Furthermore,

methodological, statistical, and conceptual quandaries aggravate the problem
of drawing reliable inferences from the extensive growth literature.
This section collects, extends, and discusses the analytical.
shortcomings of cross-country studies in the hopes of stimulating improvements
in the design, implementation, and interpretability of cross-country research.
Although cross-country studies may be no place for the methodological
perfectionist [Harberger 1987], authors should be able to answer "yes" to the
following four questions if readers are to have confidence in the results:

1. Are countries the appropriate unit of study?
2. Can the coefficients in a cross-country regression be interpreted in
an economically meaningful way?
3. Are the data used in the regression measured accurately and do they
appropriately represent the concepts for which they proxy?
4. Have extensive sensitivity analyses been conducted to establish the
robustness of the results?
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This secti

discusses each of these questions in some detail.

It

should be pointed out that most of the concerns raised in this section have
been discussed by the conductors of cross-country studies themselves.

This

section's major practical theme (expressed in Section II.E.) is that
insufficient effort has been devoted to examining tho fragility of existing
empirical conclusions.

The econometric work in Levine and Renelt (1990)

suggests that almost all cross-country tegression results are fragile: they
are not robust to slight alterations in the list of explanatory variables.

A. Azgregation and Sampling
In thinking about studying the determinants of growth, a very basic
question comes to mind: What is the appropriate unit of study?

In particular,

are countries the appropriate unit to study, or should we conduct analysis at
a more disaggregated level?

Since countries are composed of productive

sectors, any country's growth rate depends on world-wide trends in the
country's key sectors as well as country-specific factors that influence all
sectors within the economy.' Decomposing growth into country and sectoral
components would quantify the importance of country-specific factors in
growth.2

Furthermore, empirically isolating the country- and sector-specific

components of grcth

is important even if se are only interested in dissecting

the country-specific component of growth.

For example, cross-country

'Similarly, the performance of any industry within a given country depends
on worldwide trends in that industry and country-specific factors that influence
all industries within that country.
2 Stockman (1988) cor.ductssuch a decomposition for seven European countries
and the United States. He finds that there are both important industry-specific
and country-specific components to industrial performance.
It would be
worthwhile to extend this analvsis to more countries.

S
regressions of aggregate growth rates on macroeconomic policy indicators that
do not account for each country's sectoral compositior and world-wide sectoral
trends may capture spurious relationships or miss signi icant relationships
because of the added variability in growth induced by international factors.'
Those attempting to guantify the explanatory power of macroeconomic indicators
associated with fiscal. monetary, trade and financial policy might obtain more
accurate and easily interpretable results by first expunging the comDonent of
national growth reflectinE world-wide trends in the country's major sectors . 4
A second problem with using a country as the unit of study involves
sampling.

Regression analysis presupposes that the data are samp.ed from a

single "population."

It is not clear, however, whether countries are indeed

drawn from the same population.

Harberger (1987) asks "hhat do Thailand, the

Dominican Republic, Zimbabwe, Greece, and Bolivia have in common that merits
their being put in the same regression analysis?"

Harberger concludes almost

"nothing at all" and warns that "He who puts them in the same regression,
should have a very good reason for doing so." (p.256)
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For example, consider some macroeconomic policy regime P, and assume
that P positively affects industry 1 and negatively affects industry 2. Also
consider two sets of countries all with policy regime P: countries in group A
are composed of industry 1, while group B countries are composed of industry 2.
In a cross-country regression with a sample dominated by group A, researchers
might inappropriately conclude that policy regime P should be maintained by
everyone, including group B countries.

Econometrically decomposing national growth rates has its own problems:
it may be impossible to obtain sufficiently disaggregated data for many
countries; also, if technology differs significantly across nations, the
decomposition technique employed by Stockman will not isolate the countryspecific component of growth [See: Stockman (1985), p. 404-8;.
Nonetheless,
given the general lack of success in empirically linking macroeconomic indicators
with average growth rates in cross-sectional regressions [see: Levine and Renelt
(1990), extracting the nation-specific component of growth and re-running the
cross-sectional analyses with this - albeit problematic - measure of the nationspecific growth rate seems like a worthwhile endeavor.
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This question of whether countries belong in the same sample is, at
least implicitly, recognized by many researchers when they exclude major oilexporting countries, or isolate 'developing" countries, or sort countries by
continent.

In excluding major oil-exporting countries, Barro (1989) argues

that 'These countries tend to have high values of -eal GDP per capita, but ...
act more like countries with lower values of income.

This behavior can

pLobably be explained by thinking of these countries as receiving large
amounts of income from natural resources, but otherwise not being advanced in
terms of technology, human capital, and so on." (p.18)

Alternatively, one may

argue that it is not the large percentage of income received from natural
resources that motivatas the exclusion of major oil-exporting countries from
the sample but the fact that these countries experienced large terms of trade
changes.' Wlile plausible, these arguments imply that countries receiving a
"large" amount of income from natural resources or countries experiencing
"large" terms of trade shocks are not part of the sample of countries we have
in mind in considering a particular set of hypotheses.

Should we then exclude

all countries that :eceive some specified amount of income from exporting
natural resources (not just oil producers) and all countries that experienced
sufficiently large terms of trade shocks?
Another example of our difficulty in deciding which countries belong in
the same regression is the frequent separation of developing from
industrialized countries.

Table 1 gives a list of cross-coantry studies of

5 An important statistical problem with major oil exporting countries is
Consequently, when initial income is
that many data sets use 1980 prices.
computed in 1950 or 1960 measured initial income for major oil exporting
countries is huge and does not appropriately reflect relative income levels in
these earlier years.
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growth and indicates whether the samples include only developing countries,
only industrialized countries, or both.

Those researchers that distinguish

between developing and industrialized countries are expressing their belief
that countries with different per capita in,mes
populations.

are sampled from different

It is not clear, however, that we should arbitrarily use per

capita income levels to distribute countries into different 'population'
groups.

Furthermore, the delineation between developing and industrialized

countries by per capita income yields troubling categorizations.

For example,

this delineation states that Spain and Japan are drawn from the same
population, and Portugal and South Korea are drawn from the same population,
but Spain and Portugal. (as well as Japan and South Korea) are drawn from
different populations.6

Although there is no simple resolution to the

guestion of what countries to include

authors should discuss their reasons

for choosing a particular sample and provide information about how the results
change when they use different selection criteria.
Before concluding this discussion of sampling, we raise the problem of
time aggregation: Should a variable measured over long time periods be
aggregated into a single data point?
aggregation?

If yes, what should be the frequency of

Presumably, the answer d'--endson what we are trying to measure.

Since most modern theories of growth are discussed in terms of steady-state
solutions, we tend to think about growth as movement along a steady-state
path.

Consequently, when we turn to the data, we generally seek to measure

I Grier and Tullock (1989) show that countries, grouped by the OECD and then
by continent, should not be pooled - given the basic macroeconomic variables for
which they control.
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"long-run trends" in output as opposed to (a) cyclicalvariation in production
or (b) transitionalmovements toward a steady-state
Separatingthe "trend" component of productionfrom the "cyclical"
7
component requires that we have a good idea of the frequency of cycles.

In

practice, taking averages over twenty year periods does not lo gross injustice
to our notions

of what is a business

cycle

and what is not.

Howeve-, when we

perform pooled cross-section,time-seriesinvestigationsusing five year
averages, it is less clear that we have eliminatedcyclical components.'
steady-state
A second time-aggregationproblem involvesdistinguishirng
growth from transitionstoward the steady state growth path. Unfortunately,
empiricallydistinguishing"long-run"trends from transitionstoward these
trends is less amenableto reasonableempirical approximationsthan expunging
cyclical variation from GDP. Our "new" growth models predict that structural
changes such as tax changes,governmentexpenditurechanges, and alterations
in the legal system can alter steady-stategrowth rates. If such changes
occur frequently,the economy will be continuallyadjusting towards a series
of ever changing steady-statepaths. This would imply that we can never
emptricallycapture the notion of steady-stateGDP movements contained in our
models - and our minds - because we never observe them. Some suggestive
studiesbecause countriesmay
7 This problem is confoundedin cross-country
not have the same cyclical frequencies. Furthermore,if we define cycles as
periodic, self-generatingmovements in out--ut,the profession has not yet
concludedthat cycles exist. However,as lot.,as the steady-statepath is fixed,
aggregationin the absence of cycles will still capture steady-statetrends.
On the other hand, cycles may be importantly related to steady-state
growth. Thus, "expunging" the "cyclical" component of output may remove
important informationabout the long-rungrowth process.
I This problem is further complicatedbecause business cycle frequencies
may be differentacross countriesand across variableswithin the same country.
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empirical evidence regardingour ability to capture long-runsteady-state
trends is provided in Table 2. Using growth rates over five year periods,
Table 2 shows that cross-periodcorrelationsare weak and in some cases
negative. Thus, the variables in our regressionsmay not conform with the
steady-statenotions of our theories.

B. InterRretingCoefficients
A second methodologicalissue that should be confrontedwhen conducting
cross-sectionregressionsis interpretingthe coefficients. In many types of
econometricwork, coefficientsrepresentour estimates of elasticitiesor
behavioral relationships. We can then perform conceptualexperimentsof the
kind: if x changes by one percent our estima as indicatethat y will change by
about 'beta' percent. This is not the case with cross-sectionregressions.
Cross-rountryregressionsdo not representbehavioralequations;they do not
'describea single piece of machinery through time." [Harberger1987, p.256]
Ram (1986) warns that parameterestimates reflect intercountryaverages
and do not apply to any single country. In addition,coefficientsare not
structuralparameters: the sign of an estimated coefficientis "the sign of
the partial correlation between ...
other regressors held constant.

[growth]...

and each regressor, with the

The corresponding t-statistic ...

then can be

taken as a test of the strengthof the partial correlations."[Koumendiand
Meguire, 1985, p.146] Consequently,cross-countryregressionsmay best be
viewed as establishingpattertnsof correlations. Only theory provides us with
a means of interpretingthese patterns. Of course, different theoriesmay
have different explanationsfor any given set of correlations. By
systematicallyexpanding the set of stylizedcorrelations,however, cross-
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country empirical studies may be able to favor some existing theories over
others and broaden the

equiremeentsof future theories.9

C. Causality
The problem of establishing causal relationships in economics is
familiar: Does money cause output, cr does output cause money?

Does economic

prosperity foster financial market innovations, or do improvements in
financial arrangements stimulate eco,nomicactivity?
questions is almost endless.

The list of such

Given the quantity of variables used on the

"right-hand-side" of cross-country growth regressions, the problem of
interpreting causal linkages is particularly acute.

We agree with Romer's

(1989b) belief that cross-country regressions can only be interpreted within
the context of a theory and that causality only acquires economic content when
we have a theoretical framework for understanding the relationship.'°
While it seems almost self-evident that we need economic theory to
interpret statistical relationships in an economically meaningful way, the
growth literature to date has not optimally integrated econometrics with
economic theory.

We have an impressive array of theoretical papers, each

9 Non-parametric techniques can be used to enhance our understanding of
patterns in the data without using regressions. A nice example of this is in
Dervis and Petri (1987) where they show that " 'high growers' (that is, countries
selected by the criterion of rapid growth) invest like the 'high investors'
(countries selected by the criterion of high investment ratios.)" [Harberger
Illustrative characterizations of the data help establish
1987, p.2 56 ].
empirical relationships without implying that the results apply to any individual
country or suggesting that the results are structural.

See, for
Of course, there are empirical definitions of causality.
only
also
definitions
these
example, Engle, Hendry, and Richard (1983). But,
to
way
meaningful
theoretically
is
a
acquire economic significance when there
relationship.
causal
describe the empirically defined
10

II
motivated by a few stylized correlations; and, we have an impressive array of
cross-country empirical studies, each advertising a few stylized correlations.
wlat

we have not had is a sufficiently intensive study of

the fragility of

frequently used stylized correlations or a systematic empirical competition
among competing theoretical models of growth.

D. Measurement
This subsection discusses statisti-al and conceptual issues associated
with measuring and constructing the data used in cross-country growth studies.
The subsection is divided into two parts.

The first part examines both the

general implications of measurement error and specific biases associated with
cross-country regressions.

The second part involves a rather lengthy

discussion of the statistical and conceptual differences between using data
constructed by the International Comparisons Project [see: Summers and Heston
(1988) and Kravis and Lipsey (1990)] or own currency price data available from
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.

This section may be

skipped by readers not interested in a detailed discussion of the data.

1. Measurement Error. Index Problems, and Data Availability
A troubling problem with cross-country studies of growth is the
measurement of the underlying data.
coefficient estimates.

Measurement error generally biases

Although data problems plague much empirical work,

measurement problems may be particularly important in cross-country growth
studies because the data collection processes in many countries are poor.
Furthermore, the accuracy of data collection may be correlated with factors
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such as administrative competence, country size, economic structure, economic
policies (that promote black market activity), and political instability that
may be correlated with economic growth and the level of development.
One example of how measurement error can induce a spurious result
involves the estimation of income in an initial year.

Neoclassical growth

theory predicts that income levels of similar countries should converge so
that the coefficient in a cross-country regression of growth on initial income
should be negative.

Romer (1989a) points out that when initial income is mis-

measured that the estimated coefficient on initial income in a regression of
average growth on initial income will be biased towards being negative.

The

usual approach to errors-in-variables is to instrument the mis-measured
variable.

Romer (1989a) does this and finds the negative partial correlation

of initial income with growth disappears when he uses the number of radios and
the consumption of newsprint per capita as instruments.

However, these may

not be adequate proxies for initial income and the measurement error in these
variables may be correlated with measurement error in income.
There also exist index number problems in analyzing growth rates as the
structure of production and relative prices may be changing as a country
undergoes growth and structural transformation.

For example, the relative

price of capital intensive manufactured goods to labor intensive agricultural
goods or services tends to be greater at lower income levels than higher
income levels.

If the manufacturing sector grows more rapidly than the

agricultural or service sectors during economic development, the reported real
rate of growth will be overstated if initial period prices are used and
understated if later period prices are used.
mitigate this index number problem.

A simple chain index can
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Another problem is that many policy variables are not directly
measurable.

Kormendi and Meguire (1985, p.157) state, "The main issue

requiring more attention is how accurately some of our variables reflect the
hypothesized phenomena."

Many institutional aspects of a country such as the

protection of property rights and functioning of the legal system may be
important for growth but cross-country comparative measures of these factors
are weak.

This also applies to important policy variables such as the degree
The policy stance of a country

of financial market and trade liberalization.

is often inferred from looking at real interest rates, real exchange rates,
effective rates of protection, trade shares, etc., but these measures may not
By carefully constructing

appropriately reflect underlying policies."

measures of policy and examining the sensitivity of results to competing
measures of the same policy, researchers could improve our ability to document
the empirical relationships between growth and policy.

2. International Price Indexes vs Own Currency Price Indexes
It is very difficult to compare national incomes.

The most common way

to make international comparisons is to convert GDP numbers in own currency
terms into a common currency using exchange rates.

This may be

unsatisfactory, however, because nominal exchanges rates generally do not
reflect the real purchasing powers of currencies.

For example, if it takes 10

frances to buy in France what $1 will buy in the United States, and the
exchange rate is 5 frances per dollar, then the conversion of French income
expressed in frances into dollars using the exchange rate will overstate
France's real income (from Kravis (1984, p.2].

Furthermore, as Kravis (1984)

"See Pritchett (1990) for a discussion of trade openness measures.
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and Kravis and Lipsey (1988) discuss, there are good reasons to believe that
own currency prices systematically exaggerate real income differences between
rich and poor countries because non-traded goods are less expensive in poorer
countries but nominal exchange rates do not reflect these differences.
The purpose of the International Comparison Program is eo create
internationally comparable figures for real GDP, the components of real GDP,
and to produce purchasing power parity exchange rates [see: Summers and Heston
(1988) and Kravis and Lipsey (1990)]. Purchasing power parity exchange rates
are the rates that would have to be used such that a ziven basket of goods
that cost $X in the United States (the numeraire country) could be purchased
in any other country - say Chile - by changing the X dollars into Chilean
pesos at the PPP exchange rate and then buying the identical basket of goods
in Chile.

Thus, the International Comparisons Project (ICP) collects prices

for about 150 basic categories of goods for a large number of benchmark
countries and then constructs purchasing power parity indexes.

These PPP

indexes are aggregated to form PPPs for summary groups of goods (e.g., capital
goods) and further aggregated up to GDP.
compare national incomes.

These PPP indexes are then used to

Extrapolation is used to provide estimates for

countries not covered by benchmark studies, and, since prices are not
collected every year, ICP extrapolates PPP indexes intertemporally.
Although thes2 data are subject to data limitations, index number
problems, questions associated with the extrapolation techniques, and
quandaries associated with distinguishing the quality of the "same" good in
different countries, Heston and Summers (1988), Kravis and Lipsey (1990), and
Marris (1984) argue that international prices provide a better estimate of
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income levels for

intcrnational comparisons than using exchange rates.12

Fcr example, Kravis and Lipsey (1990, p.4) argue that "the purchasing power of
the currencies of low income countries is much greater than that indicated by
exchange rates ...

the real income per capita of the Asian countries was twice

that suggested by exchange rate conversions and that of the Central and South
American countries was half again as much as the exchange rate conversions
indicated."

Even so, Kravis and Lipsey (1990) suggest that methodological

problems could cause estimat's to be off by 20-25% for low-income benchmark
countries and 30-35% for non-benchmark countries.
Although ICP prices may provide more easily comparable estimates of
income levels in a given year than one can obtain using exchange rates, it is
much less clear whether ICP prices should be used to compute growth rates or
economic ratios like the share of investment or government spending in GDP.
We first discuss growth rates - following closely the presentation in
Kravis and Lipsey (1990, p.32).

The most common way of computing real growth

rates is by deflating each country's nominal GDP figure by its own GDP price
deflator and, then, determining the growth rate of this real GDP statistic.
Since every country's deflator is defined by a different basket of goods, the
growth rate of every country measures the change in a basket of goods that is
different from that measured by all other countries.

Thus, this own-currency-

computed growth rate answers the question "How much change has there been in
the quantity of the base year bundle of goods produced in a country?"

The organizers of the ICP, Robert Summers, Robert Lipsey, Irving Kravis,
and Alan Heston, are very careful to document the procedures they use in
constructing indexes, and they highlight any problems about which they think
users of the data should be aware.
t2
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Computing growth rates using internationalprices answers a different
question. For ICP-computedgrowth rates, the questions is "What is the change
in the value of the goods produced in a country where value is computed using
the same internationalprice index for all countries?" "Such growth rates
have the merit of treatinga given increase in a given good as making the same
contributionto growth in both countries. They have the drawback that the
prices used may be very dissimilarfrom the prices of one or both of the
situations."(Kravis and Lipsey, 1990, p.32)
Thus, we tend to agree with Kravis and Lipsey (1990) that ICP growth
rates may better capture notions of internationalopportunitycosts while own
currency growth rates better capture welfare considerationsbecause own
currency prices more accuratelyreflect the representativeconsumptionbaskets
of consumers. Statistically,we found that over the period 1960 to 1985 the
two growth rates have a simple correlationcoefficientof almost 0.9.
Turning to economic ratios, there exist importantconceptual and
statisticaldifferencesin the use of internationalvs. own currencyprices in
computing the shares of various economicvariables in GDP. Investmentgoods
tend to be relativelymore expensive than consumptionor governmentservices
in low-incomecountries,while governmentservicesare generally more
expensive in high-incomecountries. This implies that the actual quantity of
investmentgoods purchasedwill be smaller in a low-incomethan a high-income
country for any given proportionof income spent on investment. Thus,
investmentmeasured using internationalprices may more accuratelymeasure the
augmentationof the capital stock. One problem with using ICP data in
computing iwvestmentshares, however, is that internationaldifferences in
these prices may also reflect trade and fiscal policies which may
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inappropriatelyaffect the pricing of capital goods.'' De Long and Summers
(1990) point out that some of the newly industrializingcountries such as
Korea and Brazil have relativelylow prices of investmentdurables relative to
constructionprices. They argue that this is a result of different trade and
tax policies in these countries designedto promote industrialization.The
effects of policy on investmentprices may be particularlyimportant for
countries for which benchmark studies of prices have not been done as one may
be estimatingeffects based on extrapolatingfrom other countries policies.
Even for benchmark countries this could be importantas extrapolationsfrom
the benchmark year to other years may not fully account for policy changes.
The issue of choosing ICP or own country data may be even more
problematic in the case of governmentexpendituresbecause there are various
interpretationsof what the governmentexpenditureto GDP ratio is supposed to
measure. Ram (1987) argues that ICP prices are better than own currency
prices when one is trying to measure governmentprovision of productive
servicesbecause own currency prices will not account for the tendency of
governmentservices to be relativelyinexpensivein low-incomecountries.
Thus, the ratio of governmentexpendituresto GDP computed using own currency
prices may under-estimatethe provision of public goods in low-income
countries. On the other hand, if one is trying to measure the distortionary
effects of taxation,one may prefer own country prices because these may more
accuratelyreflect the relative size of t:hegovernmentin the economy.
Statistically,the simple correlationsof growth and government
consumptionshare over the period 1960-85 are stronglynegatively correlated
using the data constructedby Summers-Hestonand positivelycorrelatedusing
'3See Bradford (1987),Barro (1989),and De Long and Summers (1990).
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World Bank data.

Because of the conceptual and empirical differences

associated with using either own currency prices (associated

ith World Bank

and 1MF data) or ICP prices (associated with the Summers and Heston data set),
researchers should make specific arguments for using one set of data rather
than the other and may even want to compare results using both sets of data.

E. Sensitivity Analysis & Fragile Results
Doing sensitivity analysis means addressing the question: "Do the
conclusions withstand slight alterations in the right-hand-side variables, in
functional form, serial correlation assumptions, measurement error processes,
distributional assumptions, sample period, and the weighting of observations?
We must subiect our econometric studies to systematic sensitivity analyses to
determine whether the results are fragile or robust: i.e.. sensitivity
analyses helD determine the extent to which we believe econometric studies.
While pioneers in the field of sensitivity analyses such as Edward
Leamer may complain about the haphazard way we study the fragility of
empirical results, many cross-country empirical studies do not suffer from
this criticism because they have failed to analyze the robustness of their
results, haphazardly or otherwise.
(1986), and Landau (1983, 1986)

For example, B.rro (1989, 1990, 1991), Ram

focus on the relationship between government

expenditures and growth, but they never test whether their findings would
change if they included proxies for tax policy, trade policy, or financial
policy.

Similarly, Tyler (1981), Feder (1983), and Moschos (1989) study the

growth effects of trade policy, but they do not examine the sensitivity of the
results to the inclusion of variables that represent fiscal, monetary, or
exchange rate policies.

A quick glance at Table 1 indicates that most studies
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focus on a limited set of relationships and do not inquire whether the results
are sensitive to other explanatory variables.
The lack of sensitivity analysus is particularly troublesome because of
the serious methodological, conceptual, and statistical problems with crosscountry regressions discussed above.

We need to investigate extensively the

sensitivity of our findings to slight changes in the list of explanatory

variables,small reweightingof observations,minor alterations in assumptions
about the distributionof residuals,differentmeasurementerror processes,
14
etcetera.

Levine and Renelt (1990) present evidence showing that slight

alterationsin the list of explanatoryvariables can over turn the results
found in many empirical growth studies. This finding surely tempers the
confidencewe should place in the conclusionsof existing studies.

14 See Leamer (1983, 1987) for a general discussionof sensitivityanalyses
and for citations that exemplify different types of sensitivityanalyses.
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III.

Linking Policy

and Growth

This section discusses the problems associated with empirically linking
policy with growth.

Researchers have used measures of fiscal, monetary,

trade, financial, and exchange rate policies as well as indicators of the

institutional,legal, and political character of countries in cross-countty
regressions. This section reviews the theoreticalties between each policy
and growth. We then critique existingempirical findings and summarize their
methodological,conceptualand statisticalproblems.
Although each subsectionfocuseson particularproblems associatedwith
linking specific policieswith gtowth, some general themes emerge from the
discussion. First, it is very difficult to constructobjective, continuous,
interaationally comparable measures of macroeconomic policies such as "fiscal
policy" or "trade policy" or to construct sharp empirical measures of concepts
such as "the efficiency of the legal system" or "the degree of political
stability."

Second, since it is difficult to measure policy directly,

researchers resort to measures of performance such as the share of exports in
GDP or the share of government consumption in GDP.

Therefore, we must be

measures as indicatorsof specificpolicies and
careful not to interpret tiiese
we must be particularlycareful in drawing causal inferences. For erample,
the common finding that the growth of exports is positivelyrelated to the
growth of output does not necessarily indicatethat export promotion policies
stimulate growth because (1) we have not related any particularexport
promotion policy to growth; and (2) all findingsusing exports can be
replicatedusing imports or total trade [Levineand Renelt (1990)]. Finally,
almost none of the findings in cross-countrystudies of growth is robust to
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slight alterationsin the list of explanatoryvariables. Considerablymore
cross-sectionwork needs to be done to confidentlylink policy with growth.
Detailed case studies may be able to more accuratelycapture salient policy
differencesthan broad cross-countrystudies.

A. Trade Poligy
This section summarizesthe conceptualand statisticaldifficulties
associatedwith cross-countrystudies that attempt to link trade policy and
growth. Four importantthemes run though this review. First, theory
typically analyzes the relationshipbetween trade and growth, but empirical
work frequentlyfocuses on the relationshipbetween exports and growth.
Econometrically,this does not induce importantproblems because exports and
imports are highly correlated,so that all of the results obtained using
exports can be obtainedusing imports or total trade. Using exports instead
of trade becomes a problem when authors interpret their results as
establishingan exclusiveempirical relationshipbetween exports and growth
instead of a general relationshipbetween trade and growth. Second, policy
makers are concerned about the relationshipbetween trade policy and growth,
but many empirical studies do not examine trade policy; they examine the
correlationbetween exports and growth. We must, therefore,be very careful
not to interpretthese studies as quantifyingthe effects of trade policy
(particularlyexport promotion policies). Third, it is very difficult to
quantify trade policy with objective,continuous,internationallycomparable
proxies. Consequently,although studies that measure trade policy address an
importantpolicy question, the measurementproblems are so severe [see:
Edwards (1989) and Pritchett (1990)] that a skepticalreader could justifiably
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conclude that the links between trade policy and growth are tenuous. Finally,
the conclusionsof many growth studies can be easily overturnedby slightly
altering the list of explanatoryvariables.
1. Theory
Economists'concern with the relationshipbetween internationaltrade
and economic growth extends back at least until Adam Smith. Smith focused on
the gains in productivitythat result from increases in specialization,and
noted that openness to internationalmarkets could encourage specialization.
Internationaltrade may enhance productivityby allowing agents to specialize
in activitiesthat would be unprofitablein smaller markets and by allowing
countries to specializein fields in which they have comparativeadvantages.
Along these lines, Rivera-Batizand Romer (1989) and Grossman and Helpman
(1989) have recently constructedrigorousmodels in which technology is
produced in profit maximizing firms. They show that openness to international
markets can increasethe growth rate of technologyby increasingthe size of
the market available to technologyproducersand allowing those countrieswith
a comparativeadvantage in technologyproduction to specialize in this key
industry. Romer (1986, 1990) also notes that internationaltrade ray improve
domestic productivityand economic growth by increasingcommunicationwith and
therefore "knowledgespillovers"from trading partners.
Focussing on the negative effects of trade distortions,Krueger (1974)
Grossman and Helpman (1989, NBER 2970), Murphy, Shleifer,and Vishny (1990)
show that quotas may divert talentedpeople out of productiveactivitiesand
into rent-seekingendeavors. This distortioncan slow the rate of
tachnologicalimprovementand retard growth. Similarly,Corden (1974)
discusses the conditionsunder which trade restrictionsmay induce
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entrepreneursin protected sectors to alter their labor-leisurechoices and
work less. Although in most models trade distortionsretard economic growth,
Grossman and Helpman (1989) point out circumstancesunder which certain trade
distortionsaccelerategrowth.'" Thus, there is an importantempirical
question regarding the relationshipbetween various trade policies and
economic growth.

2. EmRiricalStudies
In a thorough review of the trade-growthliterature,Sebastian Edwards
(1989) divides the empirical growth literatureon trade policy into three
1" papers that attempt to link measures of either export growth or
categories:

the role of exports in the economy to growth; investigationsthat use
theoreticalmodels to compute continuous,objective measures of trade
distortionsand then link these measures of trade interventionwith growth;
and large multicountrycase-studiesthat attempt to link indicatorsof trade
orientationwith growth.
In synthesisvolumes of multicountry-casestudies,Krueger (1978),
Bhagwati (1978), Balassa (1982),and The World Bank (1987) carefully document
the experiencesof many countriesthat have undergone trade li.beralization
efforts. Although a wealth of informationis contained in these studies,
Edwards (1989) argues that methodologicaland statisticalproblems dampen the

'"Forexample, in a world where technologyis producedand where technology
has external effects, a country with a comparative advantage in technology
productioncan increaseworld growth by protectingthe technologysector.
la Edwards (1989) also considers studies that try to uncover the
determinantsof exports.
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confidence we should attach to their conclusions regarding the favorable
relationship between trade liberalization and growth.

Nonetheless, a careful

reading of these studies would make it very difficult for even a skeptical
reader to conclude that trade liberalization does not hold favorable
implications for growth.
The second group of empirical studies identified by Edwards (1989) are
those that attempt to link measuro.sof trade policy with growth.

Papers by

Krueger (1983), Havrylyshyn (1985), and Edwards (1989) compute the
discrepancies between observed trade and the predictions of the HeckscherOhlin model and use these discrepancies as indicators of trade policy.
Although this procedure produces continuous, objective, and internationally
comparable indicators of trade policy, these measures depend on the adequacy
of the Hechscher-Ohlin model.

Furthermore, the resulting estimates of trade

intervention display troublesome patterns.

For example, the intervention

measure used by Edwards (1989) is Leamer's (]c.
87 ) intervention index.

This

measure of intervention, however, is significantly positively correlated with
Leamer's measure of openness.

Using a different approach, Dollar (1990)

constructs an index of the distortion between domestic and international
prices and shows that this index is correlated with growth in a cross-section
of countries.

In a thorough study of trade policy indicators, Pritchett

(1990) concludes that there do not exist reliable cross-country estimates of
trade policy.

Similarly, Pack (1988) and Rodrik (1989) conclude that there is

no clear cut confirmation that countries open to international trade enjoy
more rapid productivity growth."7

"7Also see Levine and Renelt (1990).
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The third and most heavily populated group of empirical studies
identified by Edwards (1989) are papers that focus on the relationship between
exports and growth.

This group can be subdivided into (1) studies that use

the share of the export sector in domestic output (or the change in the share
of the export sector in output) [Romer (1989, 1990) and Kormendi and McGuire
(1985)] and (2) studies that use measures of export growth [Balassa (1978),
Tyler (1981), Feder (1983), Kavoussi (1984), Ram (1985), and Moschos (1989)].
Romer (1990) and Kormendi and McGuire (1985) - who use measures of the
share of exports in GDP - explicitly state that they are attempting to proxy
for the importance of international activity in the country's economic life,
i.e., they are trying to measure openness, not exports per se.

Thus, we are

supposed to interpret the coefficients in these regressions as addressing the
question: "Do countries with relatively more economic interactions with the
world community grow faster."

Or if one is using the growth rate in the share

of exports in GDP, the question becomes "Do countries where the proportion of
economic activity conducted with the rest of the world increases quickly enjoy
faster growth rates than other countries?"

We must, however, recognize that

(1) differences in the fraction (or differences in the growth rate of the
fraction) of exports to GDP may not be tied to policy changes, and (2) the
ratio of exports or trade to CDP may not be a good indicator of growth
inducing economic interactions with the international community.
Empirically, there is a fairly robust two-step empirical link between
the share of exports in GDP and output growth.

For a very diverse set of

specifications, Romer (1990b) and Le-vineand Renelt (1990) demonstrate that
the share of exports in GDP is significantly positively correlated with the
ratio of investment expenditures to GDP and that the investment ratio is
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significantly positively correlated with per capita output growth."8

These

findings should be interpreted as establishing a robust two-step partial
correlation between the trade share and growth because the results using trade
share (or import share) are equal to those obtained using exports.

This

partial correlation between trade share and growth, of course, does not tell
us much about trade policy, and, in particular, these findings do not tell us
anything about export promotion policies.
The second category of growth studies that focus on the relationship
between exports and growth use measures of export growth in their growth
regressions.

They typically find a positive coefficient.

Theoretical

justification for using export growth (or the interaction term export growth
times the share of exports in GDP) is provided by Feder (1983).
that there are positive externalities associated with exports.

He assumes
Thus, the

production of non-export goods is assumed to depend positively on the
production of exports.

Many studies show that output growth is positively

correlated with export growth.

While there may inideedbe externalities

associated with exports, some readers may be bothered by a regression that
includes the growth rate of two variables in the national accounts identity.
Since the basic components of the GNP accounts will probably covary positively
over long time periods, regressing output growth on export growth may not tell
us much about the importance of international economic relationships in
economic development.

Interestingly, Ram (1986) argues that government

provision of public goods provide external benefits to domestic production and

'aThe export shares is not significantly correlated with per capita growth
when the investment share is included in the regression, but the investment share
remains significantly correlated with growth when the export share is included.
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that governmerntexpenditures - like exports - should be included as separate
9
entries in donestic production functions.'

Levine and Renelt (1990) combine

the Feder (1983) study of export growth and output growth with the Ram (1986)
study of government spending growth and output growth and show that export
growth enters insignificantly once government expenditure growth and the
growth in government's share of GDP are included.
Turning from empirical to conceptual issues, causality is particularly
problematic in cross-country regressions of output growth on export growth.
For example, a shift in government expenditures from defense to education
might stimulate long-run domestic production, including the production of
exports.

Attributing the growth in output to growth in exports would be
Indeed, Jung and Marshall (1985) show that increases (or

inappropriate.

decreases) in the growth rate of exports are very poor predictors of increases
(or decreases) in the growth rate of output.
Another weakness with cross-country growth regressions that focus on the
relationship between exports and growth is that they generally do not examine
specific proxies for trade policy and yet they tend to draw conclusions
concerning trade policy in general and export promotion policies in
particular.'

Since (1) these studies do not include proxies for trade

policy, (2) the causal relationship between export growth and output growth is
ambiguous, (3) all the empirical relationships obtained by these studies using

'9 Similarly, it is not difficult to envisage the argument that imports are
an important source of knowledge spillovers and that imports too belong as
separate entries in the production functions of domestically produced goods.

'
Balassa (1985) uses a measure of import penetration as a policy
indicator. Pritchett (1990), however, demonstrates the problem with using import
penetration as a measure of trade policy.
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export growth can be obtained using import growth or trade growth [Levine and
Renelt (1990)], arid (4)

the empirical results obtained by these cross-country

studies of growth and export growth break-down when government spending growth
is included [Levine and Renelt (1990)), we should not base our support or
opposition to export promotion policies on existing cross-country growth
regressions involving exports.

3. Conclusions concerning Trade-Crow.h Literature
In summing-up this discussion of cross-country empirical studies of
growth and trade policy three points standout.

First, it is difficult to read

the carefully documented muilticountrystudies by Krueger, Bhagwati, and
Belassa and believe that trade policy and growth are unrelated.

Yet, the

conceptual and statistical problems with these studies discussed by Edwards
(1989) makes one reluctant to conclude that "trade liberalization promotes
growth."

Second, although attempts at constructing objective, continuous,

internationally comparable proxies of trade policy have thus far been plagued
by crippling measurement problems, the potential benefits of constructing
"good" proxies for trade policy is enormous.

It is only with "good" proxies

for trade policy that we can address the relevant question: what is the
relationship between specific trade policies and growth.

Finally, studies of

the relationship between exports and growth suffer from a number of
interpretational problems: (1) one can substitute imports or trade everywhere
in these papers without changing the results; (2) these studies have no direct
link to trade policy in general or to export promotion policies in particular;
(3) the conclusions of these studies are typically not robust to the inclusion
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of other policy variables; and (4) the causal ties between exports and output
arc ambiguous both theoretically and empirically.

B. Fiscal Policy
One of the most important issues in economics is the role of government
expenditures and taxation in economic growth.

A large number of cross-

country studies of growth have attempted to link aggregate measures of fiscal
policy with average annual growth rates computed over long time periods [see:
Table 1].

Thus far, the literature has been generally unsuccessful in

identifying robust empirica_ relationships between growth and aggregate
indicators of government expenditures or taxes.

This section briefly reviews

the theoretical relationships between fiscal policy and growth, the conceptual
complexities associated with using macroeconomic theory to guide crosscountry empirical investigations of growth and fiscal policy, and some
statistical reasons why we have been unsuccessful in identifying consistent
empirical relationships between existing measures of fiscal policy and growth.
There are three basic themes in this review.

First, the intuition underlying

the theoretical linkages between fiscal policy and growth is intuitively
appealing and fairly straightforward.

Second, it is difficult to measure

government provision of services because aggregate measures of expenditures do
not delineate among categories of government expenditures that may have very
different growth implications, and money spent may not accurately represent
the actual delivery of services.

Third, a country's "tax system" is difficult

to represent using aggregate measures because the structure of taxes,
enforcement, and the tax base differ internationally.

Evaluating fiscal
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policy is complex and not easily amenable to broad, internationally comparable
macroeconomic indicators.
The recent endogenous growth literature has created a new class of
models in which fiscal policy can have long-run steady-state growth effects.
The ideas behind these models, however, h

'e been around for a very long time.

Governments can accelerate growth by providing essential public goods, and
well-designed taxes and subsidies can close the gap between private and social
costs.

On the other hand, government funds may be spent on activities for

which there is not a clear role for the government.

Thus, broad measures of

government expenditures may not appropriately measure the provision of growthinducing social services.

Furthermore, even if one obtains more disaggregated

data on government expenditures, funds may be spent effectively or
ineffectively, so that using simple expenditure data without accounting for
government efficiency may be very misleading.

Similarly, it is very difficult

to construct meaningful measures of something as complex as a country's "tax
system" while appropriately considering international differences in the
structure of taxes and the size of the tax base.
Even putting aside the differential growth effects of different types of
government expenditures and the differential growth effects of different types
of taxes, there may be complex tradeoffs between the beneficial effects of
In

government services and the deleterious effects of distortionary taxes.
Barro (1990) and Easterly (1990), growth increases with taxation and

expenditures at low levels and then decrease as the distortionary effects of
taxation exceed the beneficial effects of public goods.

Government

expenditures and growth are positively correlated when government expenditures
are below the optimum amount, negatively related when they are above, and
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there is no cross-section correlation when governments are providing the
optimal amcunt of services.

Unfortunately, cross-country empirical studies

have not exploited this potentially non-linear relationship and instead
estimate simple linear equations.
The above discussion indicates that, even though the intuition
underlying the models of fiscal policy and growth is simple, it is very
difficult to construct informative empirical proxies for social services.
Empirically, Ram (1986) finds a positive correlation between the growth rate
It is not clear, however, if

of government expenditures and output growth.
this correlation has much economic content.

For example, if the demand for

government services increases with income, one could find a positive
correlation between government expenditures and growth even if greater
2
"
government expenditures hamper growth.

Furthermore, one might find a

positive relationship between the growth rate of government expenditures and
output growth even if the role of government in the economy falls as the
country develops.

These interpretational problems have led many researchers

to use more disaggregated measures of government expenditures.
Barro (1989, 1990, 1991) and Diamond (1989) use detailed measures of
government expenditures on capital goods, education, defense, and consumption
spending less defense and education payments.

Barro (1991) finds that the

ratio of government consumption expenditures less defense and education
expenditures to GDP is negatively correlated with growth.

Levine and Renelt

(1990), however, show that this negative correlation Lzcomes insignificant for

2'Anumber of papers [see Ram(1987)] have considered Wagner's Law (the share
of government expenditures increases with income) but this need not hold for a
strong positive correlation between output growth and government growth to hold
because if the government share remains unchanged there will be proportionality
between the two growth rates.
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some econometric specifications.

Barro (1991) also finds that the coefficient

on the ratio of government capital expenditure or elucation expenditures to
growth depend on the specific econometric specification employed.

Diamond

(1989) tests for separate effects of a number of categories of public
expenditure (over a short period-1980-85) with mixed results.

He finds

generally positive effects for capital expenditure in the social and education
sectors (which may augment human capital).

The coefficients for other

categories of government expenditures are quite fragile to the inclusion of
other explanatory variables.'

Attempts to capture the effects of taxes on growth have also produced
mixed results.

Trying to get an aggregate measure of the potentially negative

implications of government activity, many researchers use government
consumption spending as a proxy for the distortionary taxes that must be
23
raised to support that spending.

In this case, total government

expenditures and not government consumption expenditures should be used, but
24
these data are not available for many countries over very long time periods.

Kormendi and MeGuire (1985) find that the average growth rate of the ratio of
government consumption spending to GDP is not closely associated with growth
and Levine and Renelt (1990) find that both the ratio of government
consumption expenditures and total government expenditures to GDP are not

' This raises further aggregation issues: government transfers, interest
payments, expenditures by different levels of government, and public enterprises
expenses may have different effects from other consumption expenditures.
23

See Landau (1983,1986), Romer (1989a,b), and Easterly and Wetzel (1989).

24 Total government expenditures is a concept that varies across countries
depending on whether it includes all levels of government, just the central
government, various categories of state enterprises, etc.
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strornglyrelated to growth.

These results suggest that more detailed

information on taxes may be necessary to assess the growth effects of taxes.
There are, of course, considerable conceptual and statistical problems
inherent in constructing cross-country measures of taxes.
difficult to define the tax base.

First, it is

Poorer countries tend to have a smaller

taxable sector which is taxed at higher rates.

When GDP is used in the

denominator of tax ratios, it yields a low "average" tax rate for some
Second,

countries without capturing the distributional aspects of tax policy.
it is difficult to proxy for the "tax system".

There are tremendous

differences in the types of taxes used and the enforcement of the tax code.
Also the structure of taxation tends to vary systematically with income.
Poorer countries rely more on trade taxes and less on personal income taxes.
To the extent that different taxes have different growth effects, using
aggregate measures that miss these differences will not capture salient
aspects of the tax system.'
taxes.

Finally, it is difficult to measure marginal

This problem is compounded when one considers th -

axes differ across

sectors, so that computing a country's marginal tax means somehow aggregating
sectoral taxes into an average national marginal tax rate.
Given these difficulties, some efforts have been made to test for the
impact taxes on growth.

For example, Koester and Kormendi (1989) try to

examine the differential effects of marginal and average taxes.

They use the

tax to GDP ratio as a measure of average taxes and interpret the regression
coefficient of GDP on taxes as a marginal tax rate.
not have growth effects.

They find that taxes do

In a second example, Skinner (1987) and Manas-Anton

'See Shah and Whalley (1990) for a discussion of tax structure differences
in developing countries.
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analyze the differential effects of direct vs.

(1987)

ind.rect taxation.

The

null hypothesis is that indirect taxes tend to fall more heavily on
consumption and therefore have smaller growth effects.

Skinner (1987) finds

evidence that individual and corporate taxes have greater negative growth
effects than trade or sales taxes in Africa, but Manas-Anton (1987) finds
little support for a greater negative impact of direct vs. indirect taxes.'
It would appear that tax policy is an area in which more detailed studies will
be needed to evaluate the growth effects of fiscal policy.
The empirical work on fiscal policy and economic growth has not produced
robust empirical relationships.

This may be because governments are providing

the optimal amount of public goods.

However, the inability of researchers to

establish empirical links between fiscal policy and growth may stem from
inadequate measures of the delivery of public goods or our failure to capture
the relevant characteristics of national tax systems.

A detailed analysis of

the composition of government expenditures and the structure of the tax system
may be necessary if we are to link fiscal policy with growth.

Unfortunately,

the data needed for such analysis is not readily available for a wide crosssection of countries.

Statistically, the severity of direct taxes may be overstated in some
developing countries if they fall heavily on economic rents, such as mineral
extraction or monopolies.
X
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Financial
parts
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Pol icy

anid financial

irnstruxnents

institut:ions

of economic activity for over two hundred years.

have

been

integral

The most importarnt

financial instruments have probably been nonmetallic money and demand
deposits, but bonds, equities, options, and forward contracts also play
Similarly, banks have been the most ubiquitous

important economic roles.

financial institutions, but mutual funds, investment banks, and insurance
companies are becoming increasingly important in many countries.

To the

extent that an economy's financial structure - its composition of financial
instruments and institutions - affects economic growth, financial and monetary
policy may affect growth by altering the financial structure.

Theoretically,

however, the profession is only beginning to integrate financial markets into
modern growth theories.

And, econometrically, it is very difficult to obtain

good measures of financial policy - or even financial market performance - for
a broad cross-section of countries to include in cross-country growth studies.
The role of money in economic activity is one of the most frequently
studied issues in economics [see: the extensive survey by Orphanides and Solow
in the Handbook of Monetary Economics).

Early rational expectations models by

Lucas (1972, 1973) and Barro (1976, 1980) predicted a neutral relationship
between anticipated money growth and output.

But, in recent models, high

money-growth, high inflation environments can elicit behaviors that reduce
growth.

For example, talented agents may transfer out of productive

enterprises and into rent-seeking activities, agents may substitute out of
simple money exchange and into transactions technologies that require more
time and effort, or capital accumulatinn may be discouraged [Stockman (1981)].
Consequentl;. rapid money-growth could retard growth.

On the other hand, the
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Tobin-Mundell school argues that inflation will induce a substitution out of
money into capital so that growth may increase.
The cross-country empirical evidence on the relationship between money,
growth, and inflation is ambiguous.

Kormendi and Meguire concluce that

average growth rate of inflation is negatively correlated with growth, and Ml
growth has little relation to growth.

But, Grier and Tullock (1989) find that

both the sign and the significance of the inflation-growth correlation depends
importantly on the sample chosen.

Levine and Renelt (1990) demonstrate that

the relationship between growth and inflation and between growth and domestic
credit growth depend on the inclusion of other policy variables.
Although theory suggests that monetary policy variability should impede
the efficient allocation of resources, the empirical relationship between
monetary policy uncertainty and growth is ambiguous.

For example, Hayek

(1944), Friedman (1977), and Barro (1976, 198C) argue that variable inflation
or monetary policy uncertainty can interfere with the ability of agents to
extract informa-.)n from relative prices and may reduce investment and
economic performance.

Empirically, Kormendi and Meguire (1985) find a

negative correlation between the standard deviation of Ml growth and output
growth.

Grier and Tullock (1989), however, again find that both the sign and

significance of this correlation depend on the sample of countries chosen, and
Levine and Renelt (1990) demonstrate that small changes in the explanatory
variables can change the sign of the coefficient on the standard deviation of
inflation or the standard deviation of the growth rate of domestic credit in
cross-country growth regressions.

A country's monetary policy may be so

clo-ely linked to the broad macroeconomic policy configuration of the country
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that simple lin3ar growth regressions can not isolate the effects of monetary
policy on growth.
Outside of money, the fin..ncialsystem may provide a varietv of
important services.

As discussed in the World Development Report 1989,

financial systems can help pool, allocate, and manage risk, mobilize savings
for

projects that could not be independently financed, monitor the activities

of mangers, provide information on the economy, and evaluate enterprises for
investors.

Although these products of the financial system are well known, it

is only recently that economists have begun to study the emergence and
implications of financial assets and institutions within the context tormal
theoretical frameworks.

McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973) provide insightful

descriptions of th.erole of finance in growth.

Bernanke and Gertler (1989,
Jovanovic

1990) formally model the role of financial markets in depressions.

and Greenwood (1990), Greenwald and Stiglitz (1989), and Levine (1990, 1991)
formally model potential linkages between economic growth and financial
markets that emerge to mitigate specific problems that exist in the model
economy, e.g., allocation of risk under asymmetric information, economies of
scale in information gathering, etc.
Econometrically, it is difficult to construct measures of specific
financial policies or of the services provided by financial markets that are
Gelb (1989),

meaningful and available for a broad cross-section of countries.

The World Development Report (1989), Goldsmith (1969), and McKinnon (1973)
have linked measures of domestic financial activity to grcwth.

For example,

Goldsmith (1969) finds that as real income riser,the ratio of financial
institutions' assets to GNP grows, while The World Development Report 1989
demonstrates that the distribution of financial assets among financial
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institutions systematically differs when countries are grouped according the
real per capita income,

Gelb (1989) presents cross-country regressions

results indicating a positive relationship between the ratio of M3 to GDP for
a sample of 31 countries, and also shows that real interest rates are
positively related to growth - potentially capturing the negative growth
implications of repressed nominal interest rates.
Two problems with these empirical studies - as all of the authors note
is disentangling causal directions and isolating specific policies that
underlie the performance criteria used in the studies.

For example, per

capita output growth and technological change may elicit the creation and
modification of financial arrangements; thus, a positive relationship between
an indicator of financial market activity and growth may not imply that
financial markets cause growth.

Similarly, finding a positive correlation

between the M3-GDP ratio and output growth has little to say about specific
financial market policies.
The empirical evidence suggests a positive relationship between
financial market activity and growth, but the profession has been unable to
determine the direction of causality or link specific financial market
policies with economic performance.

Given the potential importance of

monetary and financial policy in economic growth, considerably more work
should be devoted to constructing indicators o

financial policy and

attempting to link these indicators to growth.

Along these lines, one

unexploited and potentially profitable research endeavor would be to
incorporate measures of policies toward international capital - instead of
simply focussing on domestic financial markets - into our growth models and
empirical designs.

-
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D. Economic Stability. Institutions and Propertv Rights
Economists have become increasingly concerned about the role of property
rights, economic stability, and political instability in growth.

Although

some serious attempts have been made to include measures of these concepts in
cross-country regressions, it is clear that internationally comparable,
objective measures of notions such as "the efficiency of tne legal system" or
"the degree of political uncertainty" may be impossible to obtain.
Nonetheless, we should not ignore these concepts if we are to explain crosscountry differences in growth rates.
The theoretical links between growth and economic stability, political
security, and well-designed, efficiently enforced property rights is well
grounded even though not much formal work has been done within the context of
growth models.

Macroeconomic instability, political volatility, and insecure

or poorly enforced property rights create uncertainty as to the ability of
individuals to reap the benefits of investments in physical and human capital.
Thus, increased uncertainty associated with these phenomena will tend to lower
Furthermore, political and legal institut.;onsdefine

investment and growth.
the "rules of the game."

If these "rules" are uncertain or severely

burdensome to economic players, it makes the types of complex exchanges that
occur in modern economies very difficult.
Empirically, however, it is very difficult to isolate the effects of
"politics" or "the efficiency of the legal system" on economic activity.27

27 The statistical measurement of instability is also problematic. One year
of severe inflation, for example, in an otherwise stable country may ,.eadto a
higher measure of instability than a country which has numerous bcuts of moderate
inflation. Statistically isolating these differences is a hurdle that growth
economists must face. Similarlv. since data is usuallv measured over long time
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For example, Londreganand Poole (1990) find that the propensityof coups is
positivelyrelated to the level of poverty and also that past coups contribute
to slower growth. Similarly,Barro (1991) finds that social indicatorsof
war, revolutionand civil liberties [also see: Scully (1988) and Kormendi and
Meguire (1985)]are negativelyrelated to growth. But, there is a significant
correlationbetween these measures of political instabilityand measure of
monetary or exchange rate variability (about 0.4 with each). This highlights
the difficultiesin drawing causal links. It may be that politicallyunstable
countriesproduce policy instabilityor that policy instabilityleads to
political instabilityor both. The difficultiesinherent in disentangling
these effects and relating them to growth are as difficult as they are
important."

periods,taking averagesof measureslike revolutionsor coups may not adequately
distinguishcontinual political unrest from a brief period of intense unrest.
'Haggard,Kaufmann,Shariff,and Webb (1990)discusseconomicand political
instabilitylinks.
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IV, Conclusion

After reviewing the analyticalproblems associatedwith drawing
inferencesfrom cross-countryregressions,thi. paper discussed the particular
problems associatedwith interpretingempiricalattempts to link macroeconomic
policy indicatorswith growth. By collectingat.4 studying the problems with
existingempirical studies of growth, we hope to (1) stimulate researchersto
advance the study of long-rungrowth, and (2) caution readers about the
confidencethey should place in existing findings. Regionallybased pooled
cross-section,time-seriesanalyses that allow for more country specific
informationwhile maintainingthe ability to use standard econometric
techniquesalong with detailed longitudinalcase studies that rely more on
qualitativeanalysesmay

- in conjunctionwith improvedcross-sectionalwork

- augment our understandingof the linkagesbetween policy and long-run
growth.
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Foreign Aid(+/O),Foreign Investment(O), Other Foreign Capital (+)
Life expectancy

(+)

Agriculture growth (+)
Marginal tax (-/0)
Money growth (0), Variation in output (0), Foreign aid (+/0)
Variation in output (+)
Climate dummies (+/'0)
Population (-),Transfers from abroad (+), Distance to seaport(-)
Terms of trade (-/0)
Europe & North America (+)
Africa (-),
Government deficit (-)
Engineering students (+/O),Law students (-/0)
Interest rate on external debt (0)
Agriculture Growth (+/O), Manufacturing growth (+/O)
Services growth (+)
Change in agriculture share (+)
Net foreign balances (+),
(+)
population
of
share
city
Change in
Latin America (-)
Africa (-),
Oil (+/O)
Terms of trade (+),
Political democracv (-/0), Military (+)
Change in nutrition (4)
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TABLE 2
SUBPERIOD CORRELATIONS OF GROWTH OF REAL PER CAPITA GDP 1960-85

1960-85
1960-65
1965-70
1970-75
1975-80

1960-85
1960-65
1965-70
1970-75
1975-80

1l60-85

1960-65

1

.47
1

1960-85

1960-65

1

.52
1

1960-85
1960-85
1960-65
1965-70
1970-75
1975-80

1

1960-65
.15
1

ALL COUNTRIES
1965-70
1970-75
.57
.01
1

.65
.20
.29
1

NON-OIL COUNTRIES
1965-70
1970-75
.60
.10
1

.64
.10
.35
1

LATIN AMERICA
1965-70
1970-75
.68
.23
1

1975-80
.66
.03
.37
.23
1

1980-85
.64
.17
.14
.21
.35

1975-80

1980-85

.74
.23
.33
.32
1

.69
.25
.23
.25
.46

1975-80

.63
-. 25
.31
1

.57
-. 36
.17
.17
1

1980-85
.75
.34
.45
.23
.28

AFRICA
1960-85
1960-85
1960-65
1965-70
1970-75
1975-80

1960-85
l6O-65
1965-70
1970-75
1975-80

Source:

1960-65

1965-70

1970-75

1975-80

1980-85

1

.50
1

.53
.00
1

.68
.14
.34
1

.62
.05
.20
.30
1

.62
.16
.11
.22
.35

1960-85

1960-65

1975-80

1980-85

1

.43
1

.75
.33
.35
.17
1

.54
-.06
.24
.05
.49

Summers-Heston

(1988)

OTHER NON-OIL COUNTRIES
1965-70
1970-75
.74
.17
1

.57
-.03
.40
1
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